
 

                       

CLASS VII 

                Revision Question Bank For Mid term Exam 

                               HISTORY   (Ch1 to 6) 

 

1. Who was considered a ‘foreigner’ in the past? 

Answer:  The term ‘foreigner’ is used in the sense of a person who is not an Indian. In the medieval 

period it was applied to any stranger who appeared, say in a given village, someone who was not a 

part of that society or culture. In this sense a forest-dweller was a foreigner for a city-dweller. But 

two peasants living in the same village were not foreigners to each other, even though they may have 

had different religious or caste backgrounds. 

 

2. How were the affairs of jatis regulated? 

Answer:  Jatis were the sub-castes which were grouped on the basis of economic and social status. 

They were ranked as per their backgrounds and their occupations. Ranks were not fixed permanently. 

They varied as per the power, influence and resources controlled by members of the jatis. Hence the 

status of the same jaii could vaiy from area to area Jatis had their own system of ruling. They framed 

their own rules and regulations for managing the conduct of their members. An assembly of elders 

was responsible for enforcing these regulations. This assembly of elders was called jati panchayat. 

But jatis were also required to abide by the rules of their villages. 

 

3.What was the process of copying manuscript? What were its drawbacks?  

Answer: As there was no printing press during the period between 700 and 1750, Scribes used to 

copy down the manuscripts which were hand-written. Sometimes it was difficult to recognize the 

original script. So the Scribes used their own way of interpreting the facts. Consequently, there were 

differences were found in the copies written by different Scribes. As all the copies were handwritten, 

it was difficult to recognize which was the original one. It was the drawback of such copying. 

 

4.Trace out the major changes in the society during 700 and 1750? What was its main reason?  

Answer: A number of changes took place in society during 700 and 1750. This period traced the 

technological appearance of Persian wheel in irrigation, the spinning wheel in weaving and firearms 

in combat. Potatoes, com, chillies, tea and coffee were some of the new foods and beverages. These 

developments came with the arrival of the people who migrated to this land. As a result this period 

saw various changes in the economic, political, social and cultural life, 

 

5.What were the activities associated with Chola temples? 

Answer:  The Chola temples were the nuclei of settlements growing around them which included centres of 

craft production. Temples were also endowed with land by rulers as well as by others. The produce of the 

land was used for the maintenance of the priests, garland makers, cooks, sweepers, musicians, dancers etc 

who were associated with the temples and used to work for them. Hence temples were not simply the place 

of worship. They were also the hub of economic, social and cultural life as well. 

 

6.Who was Kalhana? Why was he famous for? 

Answer:  Kalhana was a great Sanskrit poet who wrote a long Sanskrit poem depicting the ruler of Kashmir. 

He used a variety of sources, including inscription, documents, eyewitness account. He was different from 

the writers of Prashastis for he was often critical about rulers and their policies. 

 

7. How is the “ trabeate” principle of architecture different from the “arcuate”? 

Ans:         Trabeate        Arcuate 



i) Roofs doors and windows were made by             i) The weight of the superstructure was   

Placing horizontal bans across two vertical columns.             carried by arch. 

    

ii) It is called corbelled technique.            ii) A keystone was placed at the centre. 

iii) Eg- Quawwat –al-Islam mosque at Delhi.   It transferred the weight of the superstructure 

iv) The arch was pointed from the middle.    To the base of the arch. 

iii) The key stone was called true arch. 

iv) Ex- Alai Darwaza at Delhi. 

v) The arch was rounded from the middle. 

8.Do you think the authors of tawarikh would provide information about the lives of ordinary men and 

women? 

Answer:  I don’t think like that. It is because the authors of tawarikh lived in cities mainly Delhi. They were 

not in touch of village people. They often wrote their histories for Sultans in the hope of rich rewards. They 

had nothing to do with common mass. Hence, it was obvious that the information provided by them would 

lack ordinary men and women. 

 

9.What were the four stages in the making of a manuscript? 

Answer:  The four stages in the making of a manuscript are: 

• Preparing the paper 

• Writing the text 

• Melting gold to highlight important words and passages 

Preparing the binding. 

 

10.Who was Raziyya? Why was she not accepted as a Sultan inspite of being talented?  

Answer:  Raziyya was Sultan Iltutmish’s daughter. She became Sultan in 1236. She was very talented. 

According to the chronicler of the age, Minhaj-i-Siraj, she was more able and qualified than all her brothers. 

But she was not accepted when she became a ruler. Those were the days when women were not allowed to 

enjoy independent identity. They were supposed to be subordinate to men. This led to her removal from the 

throne in 1240. 

 

11.How did Babur become the ruler of Delhi? 

Answer:  Babur succeeded to the throne of Ferghana in 1494 when he was only 12 years old. However, he 

had to leave his ancestral throne due to the invasion of the uzbegs, a Mongol group. Babur wandered for 

several years. Then in the year 1504 he seized Kabul. In 1526 he defeated the Sultan of Delhi, Ibrahim Lodi, 

at the battle of Panipat. Thus, he captured Delhi where he laid the foundation of the Mughal Empire. He 

became the first Mughal emperor and ruled from 1526 to 1530. 

 

12.What do you know about the Mughal relations with other rulers especially the Rajputs?  

Answer: It was the policy of the Mughal rulers to campaign constantly against rulers who were not ready to 

accept their authority. However, when the Mughal became powerful, many other rulers joined them 

willingly. There were several Rajputs who married their daughters into Mughal families in order to gain high 

position. But at the same time many resisted the Mughals. The Sisodiya Rajputs refused to accept Mughal 

authority for a long time. However, when they got defeat, the Mughals did not treat them badly. They 

honoured them by giving them their lands. Thus the Mughals never humiliated their opponents even though 

they defeated them. This unique quality of theirs enabled them to extend their influence over many kings and 

chieftains. 

 

13.Give an account of Akbar Nama and Ain-i Akbari. 

Answer:  Abul Fazl, one of Akbar’s close friends and courtiers, wrote a three-volume history of the reign of 

Akbar. It was titled as Akbar Nama. The first volume dealt with Akbar’s ancestors and the second volume 



recorded the events of Akbar’s reign. Ain-i Akbari is the third volume. It deals with Akbar’s administration, 

household, army, the revenues and the geography of his empire. The book also provides details about the 

traditions and cultures of the people living in India. The most interesting aspect about Ain-i Akbari is its rich 

statistical details about things as diverse as crops, yields, prices, wages and revenues. 

 

14.Divide Akbar’s reign into three periods and give details about them. 

Or 

Mention the major campaigns and events of Akbar’s reign. 

Answer:  Akbar’s reign can be divided into following three periods. 

• 1556-1570. Akbar became independent of the regent Bairam Khan and other members of his domestic 

staff. He launched military campaigns against the Suris and other Afghans, against the neighbouring 

kingdoms of Malwa and Gondwana to suppress the revolt of his half brother Mirza Hakim and the 

Uzbegs. In the year 1568, he seized the Sisodiya Capital of Chittor and in 1569 Ranthambhor. 

• 1570-1585. Military campaigns in Gujarat were followed by campaigns in the east in Bihar, Bengal and 

Orissa. These campaigns were complicated by the 1579-1580 revolt in support of Mirza Hakim. 

1585-1605. During this period Akbar expanded his empire. He launched , campaigns in the north-west. 

Qandahar was seized from the Safavids and Kashmir was annexed. Kabul was seized after the death of 

Mirza Hakim. Afterwards, Akbar started his campaigns in the Deccan and soon he annexed Berar, Khandesh 

and parts of Ahmadnagar. 

 

15.How did a temple communicate the importance of a king? 

Answer: Kings usually constructed temples to demonstrate their devotion to God and their power and 

wealth. Here we can mention the Rajarajeshvara temple which was built by King Rajarajadeva for the 

worship of his god, Rajarajeshvaram. It is noticeable that the names of the ruler and the god are very similar. 

The king took the god’s name because it was auspicious and he wanted to appear like a god. Through the 

rituals of worship in the temples one god le. Rajarajadeva honoured another le., Rajarajeshvaram. 

Kings usually constructed the largest temples. The other, lesser deities in the temple were gods and 

goddesses of the allies and subordinates of the ruler. The temple was a miniature model of the world ruled 

by the king and his allies. As they worshipped their deities together in the royal temples, it seemed as if they 

brought the just rule of the gods on earth. 

 

hen was Humayun’s tomb built? What are its special features? 

Answer:  Humayun’s tomb was, built between 1562 and 1571. Its main features are: 

• The central towering dome and the tall gateway known as pishtaqbecame important aspects of Mughal 

architecture. This tomb architecture was first visible in Humayun’s tomb. 

• The tomb was placed in the centre of a huge formal chahar baghand built in the tradition known as ‘eight 

paradises’ or hasht bihisht—a central hall surrounded by eight rooms. 

The building was constructed with red sandstone, edge with white marble. 

 

16.What is the main feature of Shah Jahan’s new city of Shahjahanabad?  

Answer: Shah Jahan constructed a new city namely Shahjahanabad in Delhi. In this city, the imperial palace 

commanded the river-front. Only specially favoured nobles like his oldest son Dara Shukoh were given 

access to the river. All others had to construct their homes in the city away from the River Yamuna. 

 

17.Give an account of the architecture of Hampi. 

Answer: The architecture of Hampi was distinctive in several ways : 

• Hampi was a well-fortified city. No mortar or cementing agent was used in the construction of these walls. 

The technique followed was to wedge them together by inter-locking. 

• The buildings in the royal complex had splendid arches, domes and pillared halls with niches for holding 

sculptures. 



They also had well-planned orchards and pleasure gardens with sculptural motifs such as the lotus and 

corbels. 

 

 

18.How do historians divide the past into periods? Do they face any problems in doing so? 

Ans: British Historians divided it into three periods Hindu, Muslim and British 

Division was made on the basis of the fact that no significant change other than the religion of the rulers 

could occur during these periods.  

The History of the past thousand years has seen considerable changes. 

As a result the sixteenth century was not the same as 18 century.  It was difficult for historians to describe 

the entire period as one historical unit. 

 

19.How are sources to historians? 

Ans: Sources are important to trace the ancient records. Different types of sources are coins,  inscriptions, 

architecture and textual records. References to historical events and traditions are scattered in many ancient 

Indian texts. Historians use these sources to learn about the past depending upon the period of their study 

and the nature of their investigation. 

 

20.What was sabha in Chola Empire? 

Ans: The sabha had separate committees to look after irrigation works , gardens and temples. 

 

21.How were the sources obtained by kings? 

Ans: Resources were obtained from the producers, that is, peasants, cattle-keepers, artisans, who    were 

often persuaded or compelled to surrender part of what they produced.  

 

22.Write a short note on sultan Mahmud of Ghazni. 

 Ans: He ruled from 997 t0 1030 Ad.  

 He had political control over Central asia,, Iran and Northern western pat of the Indian subcontinent. 

Mahmud Ghazni invaded India 17 times 

Main aim of invasion was plundering India. 

He was successful in his aim everytime.  

 

23.What were the steps taken to ensure that muqtis performed their duties? Why do you think  

      they may have wanted to defy the orders of the Sultans? 

         Answer:  The steps taken were as follows: 

Accountants were appointed by the state to check the amount of revenue collected by the 

Care was taken that the muqti collected only the taxes prescribed by the state and not more than that. 

It was also taken care that he kept only the required number of soldiers. 

The muqtis may have wanted to defy the orders to the Sultans because their appointment was not hereditary. 

Also, their job was transferable. What is more, the conditions of service were severely imposed on them 

which they did not like. 

 

24.What was the impact of the Mongol invasions on the Delhi Sultanate? 

Ans. The Delhi Sultanate mobilised a large standing army in Delhi. It posed a big administrative 

challenge. 

Alauddin Khalji constructed a new garrison town at Siri for his soldiers. He imposed taxes on land to feed 

the army at the rate of 50 percent of peasant’s yield. He began to pay the soldiers in cash. 

Muhammad Tughluq shifted people of Delhi to Daulatabad in south and thus converted Delhi into a garrison 

town. He also disbanded the army. He also paid the soldiers in cash. 

 



25.  Name the five dynasties that together made the Delhi Sultanate. 

Answer: 

    Early Turkish rulers (1206—1290) 

    Khalji dynasty (1290—1320) 

    Tughluq dynasty (1320—1414) 

    Sayyid dynasty (1414—1451) 

    Lodi dynasty (1451—1526). 

.  

26..What were the central provinces under the control of the Mughals? 

Answer: Panipat, Lahore, Delhi, Agra, Mathura, Amber, Ajmer, Fatehpur Sikri, Chittor, Ranthambhore and 

Allahabad. 

 

27.. What were the relationships between the mansabdar and the jagir? 

Answer:  Mansabdars were the patrons who joined Mughal services. They received their salaries as revenue 

assignments. This was called jagir. Mansabdars did not actually reside in or administer their jagir. They only 

had rights to the revenue of their assignments. This revenue was collected for them by their servants, 

while the mansabdars themselves served in some other part of the country. 

 

28.. What was the role of the zamindar in Mughal administration? 

Answer:  Zamindars were powerful local chieftains appointed by the Mughal rulers. They exercised great 

influence and power. They collected taxes from the peasants and gave them to the Mughal emperor. Thus, 

they played the role of intermediaries. In some areas the zamindars became more powerful. The exploitation 

by Mughal administrators made them to rebellion. They got support from the peasants in rebelling against 

the Mughal authority. 

 

30.What role did the Yamuna play in the layout of the new Mughal city at Shahjahanabad? 

a)The river Yamuna had a very significant role in the layout of the new Mughal city at Shahjahanabad. 

b)Shah Jahan preferred the river-front garden in the layout of the Taj Mahal.  

c) He developed the same architectural form as a means to control the access that the nobles had to the river. 

d) In the new city of Shahjahanabad the imperial palace also commanded the river-front.  

e)Only the most favoured nobles were given access to the river.  

f)Other than those had to construct their homes in the city away from the river Yamuna.  

g) It expanded the layout of the city. 

 

31. What is pietra dura? 

Pietra dura refers to the coloured, hard stones placed in depressions carved into marble or sandstone which 

create beautiful ornate patterns. 

 

32. What are the elements of a Mughal Chahar Bagh garden?  

Mughal chahar bagh consists of four gardens. These gardens are placed within rectangular walled enclosures 

and divided into four quarters by artificial channels. 

 

                                 

33. What made the Masulipatnam city populous and prosperous? What led to their decline?     

The city of Masulipatnam was a centre of intense activity during the 17th century. Both the Dutch and 

English East India Companies attempted to control this city as it became the most important part on the 

Andhra coast. Qutb Shah rulers of Golconda imposed royal monopolies on the sale of textiles, spices and 

other items in order to prevent the trade passing completely into the hands of the various East India 

Companies. This led to a fierce competition among various trading groups such as the Golconda nobles, 



Persian merchants, Telugu Komati Chettis and European traders. As a result the city became populous and 

prosperous. 

 Decline: As the Company traders  moved to Calcutta and Madras , Masulipatnam lost both its merchants 

and prosperity and declined in the course of the 18th century. 

                                                                           

                                                 

34. How important were craftspersons for the building and maintenance of temples?    

Craftspersons played an important role in the building and maintenance of temples : 

(i) The Vishwakarma community consisting of goldsmith, bronze smiths, blacksmiths, masons and 

carpenters were essential to the building of temples. 

(ii) Weavers such as the Saliyar or Kaikkolars were prosperous communities and they made ample donations 

to temples. 

(iii) The craftspersons of Bidar were skilled in their inlay work in copper and silver. They were also 

important for the building and maintenance of temples in their own way. 

                  

35. The rich and the powerful construct large houses today. In what ways were the constructions of kings  

and their courtiers different in the past?  

 The rich and powerful construct large houses today. But these houses are not the same as those of the kings 

and their courtiers in the past. The houses of the kings and their courtiers were big structures with big 

courtyard, thick walls, domed-roofs, huge pillars, big gardens and well-decorated halls. But today houses 

have no courtyards in their gardens nor thick walls nor domed-roofs. In many ways these are inferior to 

those of the kings and their courtiers houses. 

                

36. Describe the trading community of the medieval period . 

 a)There were many kinds of traders. These included the Banjaras and several traders especially horse 

traders. 

b)The traders usually travelled in caravans and formed guilds to protect their interests. c)There were several 

such guilds in South India from the eighth century onwards—the most famous being the Manigramam and 

Nanadesi.  

d) These guilds traded extensively both within the peninsula and with Southeast Asia and China.  

e) There were also communities like the Chettiyars and the Marwari Oswal who went on to become the 

major trading groups of the country.  

f) Gujarati traders ,including the communities of Hindu Baniyas and Muslim Bohras, traded extensively with 

the ports of the Red Sea, Persian Gulf, East Africa, South east Asia and China.  

g) They sold textiles and spices in these ports and in exchange, brought gold and ivory from Africa; and 

spices, tin, Chinese blue pottery and silver from Southeast Asia and China. 

h) The towns on the west coast were home to Arab, Persian, Chinese, Jewish and Syrian     Christian traders.  

i) Indian spices and cloth sold in the Red sea ports were bought by Italian traders and eventually reached 

European markets, fetching high profits.  

j) This ultimately drew European traders to India. 

                                                         

 

 

37. Why was Surat termed as “Gateway to the West” in medieval India?  

a)Surat in Gujarat was the emporium of western trade during the Mughal period along with Cambay (now 

Khambat) and somewhat later, Ahmedabad.  



b)Surat was the gateway for trade with West Asia via the Gulf or Ormuz. Surat has also been called the gate 

to Mecca because many pilgrim ships set sail from here. 

c) Surat was a cosmopolitan city inhabited by people of all castes and creeds.  

d)In the 17th century the Portuguese, Dutch and English had their factories and warehouses at Surat. Several 

retail and wholesale shops could be found in Surat.  

e)These shops sold cotton textiles. Here, it is worth mentioning that the textiles of Surat were famous for 

their gold lace borders, le. zari and had a market in West Asia, African and Europe.  

f) The state provided all the facilities to the people who came to the city from all over the world. The 

Kathiawad seths or mahqjaxvs had huge banking houses at Surat.  

g)The Surat hundis were honoured in far-off markets of Cairo in Egypt, Basra in Iraq and Antwerp in 

Belgium. 

                 
38. What is Chahar Bagh? 

      Mughal chahar bagh consists of four gardens. These gardens are placed within rectangular walled 

enclosures and divided into four quarters by artificial channels. 

                                                    

39. Why did Surat decline?  

    Surat, which was an important trade centre during the Mughal period, began to decline towards the end of 

the seventeenth century. This was because of the following factors: 

(a.) Because of the decline of the Mughal Empire, Surat faced huge loss of markets and productivity 

(b) The control of the sea routes went into the hands of Portuguese 

(c) Surat could not complete with Bombay where the English East India Company shifted its headquarters in 

1668. 

                                                               

                                                

              

40. How did the British emerge successful in the power struggle?    

       Initially great Indian traders like Mullah Abdul Ghafur and Virji Vora , who owned a large number of 

ships competed with them. However the European companies used their naval power to gain control of the 

sea trade and forced Indian traders to work as their agents. Ultimately the English emerged as the most 

successful. 

                                                               

41. Describe the styles of temple architecture in India      

      a)  The Kandariya Mahadeva temple dedicated to Shiva was constructed in 999 by the king Dhangadeva 

of the Chandela dynasty.  

  b) The temple had an ornamented gateway that led to an entrance. It had a main hall known as 

mahamandapa where dances were performed. The image of the chief deity was kept in the main Shrine 

known as garbhagriha. This was the place for ritual worship where only the king and his kith and kin 

gathered. 

   c) The Raj araj eshvara temple was built in the early 11th century. It had the tallest shikhara amongst 

temples of its time. Its construction was a very difficult task.  

  d) There were no cranes in those days. The 90 tonne stone for the top of the shikhara was too heavy to lift 

manually.  

 e) Hence, the architects built an inclined path to the top of the temple, placed the boulder on rollers and 

rolled it all the way to the top. The path started more than 4 km away so that it would not be too steep. This 

was dismantled after the temple was built. 

 

                                                                        

42. Itmad-ud-Daulah’s tomb was a predecessor of Taj- Mahal. Explain 



a) Tomb of I'timād-ud-Daulah (I'timād-ud-Daulah kā Maqbara) is a Mughal mausoleum in the city 

of Agra in the Indian state of Uttar Pradesh. Often described as a "jewel box", sometimes called the "Baby 

Tāj", the tomb of I'timād-ud-Daulah is often regarded as a draft of the Tāj Mahal. 

 b) Along with the main building, the structure consists of numerous outbuildings and gardens.  

 c) The tomb, built between 1622 and 1628 represents a transition between the first phase of monumental 

Mughal architecture – primarily built from red sandstone with marble decorations, as in Humayun's 

Tomb in Delhi and Akbar's tomb in Sikandra – to its second phase, based on white marble and pietra 

dura inlay, most elegantly realized in the Tāj Mahal. 
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